I would like to welcome you to the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (KU). At our University we believe our role is to go beyond simply providing young people with knowledge and enabling them to gain professional qualifications. We are also committed to excellent teaching, strong research, and social responsibility. The KU is an excellent place of teaching and learning, and it is also a community.

As the only Catholic university in the German-speaking world, it is a unique institution in the higher education sector. We understand the term ‘Catholic’ in its original sense of ‘all-embracing’, ‘universal’. The KU is always concerned with people and society as a whole. It is important to us to be involved in the community beyond our campus, to engage in dialogue, and to take on responsibility. We invest in interdisciplinary and international networking, and we promote voluntary work. All of this makes the KU a unique place for people to come together in an excellent research and teaching environment. The Christian view of human life forms the foundation of our academic community. Accordingly, the KU is not only committed to offering students a broad range of subjects, top-class teaching, and excellent facilities; it also stands for knowledge rooted in values.

I invite you to find out for yourself – through this flyer or, even better, by visiting us here at the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt.

Prof. Dr. Gabriele Gien
President of the Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

Eichstätt
is located in the heart of Bavaria, around an hour away from Munich and from Nuremberg. With a population of 13,400, it is the smallest university town in Europe, but it certainly has a lot to offer. The town itself is characterized by a mix of imposing baroque buildings and modern architecture, and the surrounding Altmühltal Nature Park offers a wide range of leisure activities.

Ingolstadt, which has a population of 133,000, is one of Germany’s up-and-coming cities. Several world renowned companies – the most well-known of which is the car manufacturer Audi – are based here.

The KU in numbers

- 4955 students
- 115 professors
- 386 research associates
- 350 members of administrative and library staff

- 502 international students
- 115 professors
- 386 research associates
- 350 members of administrative and library staff
- 502 international students
- more than 300 contact lecturers
- 2 campuses
- 8 faculties
- 8 research centers
- approx. 260 partner universities in 59 countries
- 1,893,115 cataloged volumes in the University Library
- 2.4 billion euros in third-party funding

Contact

Catholic University Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
Ostenstraße 26
85072 Eichstätt, Germany
Phone: +49 8421 93-0

Information for international students
incoming@ku.de
www.ku.de/en/international

Alessia Tressoldi (Exchange students Eichstätt)
Phone: +49 8421 93-21069

Katharina Mergl (Exchange students Ingolstadt)
Phone: +49 841 937-21915

Jessica Hofmacher (International applicants)
Phone: +49 8421 93-2126

Information on research activities
www.ku.de/en/research

Map, directions, and virtual campus tour
www.ku.de/en/university/campus
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The KU is an attractive location

The KU is an international university

The KU is an environment with family-friendly features

The KU is a strong university

The KU is a university with excellent facilities

The KU is a university with strong values

The KU is a university with practice-oriented education

The KU is a university with personal supervision

The KU is a university with outstanding research

The KU is a university with a wide range of degree programs

The KU is a university with a strong social responsibility

The KU is a university with a global network

The KU is a university with dedicated lecturers

The KU is a university with excellent teaching

The KU is a university with a variety of leisure activities

The KU is a university with a low cost of living

The KU is a university with strong values

The KU is a university with a green campus

Locations

Eichstätt is located in the heart of Bavaria, around an hour away from Munich and from Nuremberg. With a population of 13,400, it is the smallest university town in Europe, but it certainly has a lot to offer. The town itself is characterized by a mix of imposing baroque buildings and modern architecture, and the surrounding Altmühltal Nature Park offers a wide range of leisure activities.

Ingolstadt, which has a population of 133,000, is one of Germany’s up-and-coming cities. Several world renowned companies – the most well-known of which is the car manufacturer Audi – are based here.
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New building at the Ingolstadt School of Management

Sommerresidenz in Eichstätt
A small university – a wide range of study options

The KU offers a wide range of different degree programs to suit many different interests and talents. The main focus is on the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and technology. In addition, there is excellent specialization through interdisciplinary programs, notably in the fields of education, business, and management, as well as in the fields of law, social work, and religion. Some degree programs are not available elsewhere, such as adult education (postgraduate studies), teaching at secondary schools (Teaching at Secondary School (Mittelschule), Teaching at Elementary School (Realschule)), and certificate programs (Teaching at Gymnasium (integrated double Bachelor's and Master's degree program)). These unique programs are exclusive to the KU or only offered at a small number of institutions, such as Journalism, German, and French Political Science.
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